On Education

Jane Addams, the founder of Hull House in
Chicago, may be best known as a social
activist. She was also a brilliantly critical
intellectual. Implicit in her many speeches,
articles, and books is a view of education
as a broad process of cultural
transformation and renewal, a view that
remains as compelling today as when it
was first presented. Addams sees education
as the foundation of democracy, the basis
for the free expression of ideas. Addamss
writings on education are interpreted in an
enlightening bio-graphical introduction by
Ellen Lagemann. After the initial
publication of this work, Barbara L.
Jacquette of the Delta Group, Inc., in
Phoenix wrote, Professor Lagemann has
brought life and immediacy to Jane
Addamss work. Better, she has given us a
context that shows us that some of our
most pressing issues today are simply old
problems in new guises, problems for
which some of the old solutions may still
be of use. Gerald Lee Gutek of Loyola
University of Chicago commented
Lagemanns insightful and sensitive
biography reveals Addamss transformation
from a reserved graduate of a small
womens college into the Progressive
reformer and pioneer of the settlement
house movement. The essays collected here
span a significant portion of Jane Addamss
life, from the time she spent in college to
her founding of Hull House and beyond.
Addamss constant interest in education is
reflected in her writings. This book also
reveals the many influences on Addamss
life, including the philosopher and educator
John Dewey. On Education is an important
work for educators, womens studies
specialists, social workers, and historians.
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Center for Education Statistics of the U.S. Department of Education and is committed to improving the
quality,EDUCATION: FUTURE FRONTIERS is an initiative of the. NSW Department of Education exploring the
implications of developments in AI and automation forThrough the accreditation process the AVMA Council on
Education is fully dedicated to protecting the rights of the students, assisting the schools/colleges toThe Council on
Education of the Deaf (CED) is an organization sponsored by seven major national organizations dedicated to quality
education for all deaf andNew Americas Center on Education & Skills explores the intersections of work and learning in
higher education, apprenticeship, and the future of work.Public spending on education includes direct expenditure on
educational institutions as well as educational-related public subsidies given to households andin 2007 to analyze
existing training and education programs for development new educational system focused on sustainable development
practice. CentralOn Education (Thinking in Action) 1st Edition. Should it produce workers or educate future citizens?
In this compelling and controversial book, Harry Brighouse takes on all these urgent questions and more.Education
Commission of the States annual National Forum on Education Policy is the leading education policy event of the year.
By bringing education leadersThis unit is part of the Education I-IV program which provides students with a foundation
in the social scientific study of education. The aim of this unit is toThe IEEE Transactions on Education (ToE) publishes
significant and original scholarly contributions to education in electrical and electronics engineering,First published as a
CD-ROM in 1996, the database World Data on Education has regularly been improved and expanded using the
information included in thePrivate spending on education refers to expenditure by private sources such as households
and other private entities.An independent agency recognized by the U.S. Department of Education to accredit schools of
public health and public health programs outside schools ofSenate Standing Committees on Education and Employment.
The Education and Employment Committees cover the following portfolios: Education and TrainingIn Pakistan on 16
July, a government high school has been partly destroyed in Qambar Village in Swat Valley, in North-West Frontier
Province (NWFP). PeopleFor a long time now, liberal theorists have championed the idea that citizenship is the task of
the school. Notwithstanding substantive disagreement among these
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